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FOG LIGHTS
It was a dark and stormy night – but you scoff and drive on, thanks 

to the enhanced visibility provided by the high-performance halogen 

bulbs of the fog light kit.

 Seamless integration into lower front grille

 Designed to complement the xB’s exterior lines

 Corrosion- and shock-resistant
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REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR
The rear bumper takes a lot of abuse. You can’t always protect it from the 

driver behind you, but you can help keep the top surface scuff-free with the 

rear bumper protector.

 Designed and cut for an exact fit to the xB’s rear bumper 

 Durable black UV-resistant PVC construction with skid-resistant surface 
featuring a Scion logo



EXTERIOR

REAR WIND DEFLECTOR
Add a dash of style and sass to your xB’s rear profile with this wind deflector, which 

is composed of high-quality, lightweight materials that are built to last.

 Scion factory paint color precisely matched to your xB 

 Wind deflector meets all factory specifications and testing for durability and 
weather resistance
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MUDGUARDS
Help keep the lower side panels of your xB pristine with protection provided by 

mudguards.

 Precise fit to match vehicle body panels 

 Meets required factory ground clearance entry and departure angles
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16-IN. ALLOY WHEELS
Personality plus for your xB, thanks to these flared 16-in. 5-spoke wheels1 that 

are brightened with a silver finish. 

 Ride handling and strength tests help ensure that performance meets 
Scion’s high standards 

 Compatible with Direct Type Tire Pressure Monitoring System that monitors 
tire pressure and alerts driver of critically low pressure; help optimize safety 
and performance

ALLOY WHEEL LOCKS
Your wheels look good. Ward off would-be thieves with these triple-nickel 

chrome plated wheel locks.

 Special key tool and collar guide enable simple, five-minute installation 

 Triple nickel chrome plating helps ensure superior corrosion protection and 
enduring shine
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17-IN.  ALLOY WHEELS
Transform the stance of your xB with these 17-in. alloy wheels1, featuring a dark 

metallic silver finish and split-spoke design.

 Ride handling and strength tests help ensure performance meets Scion’s 
high standards 

 Compatible with Direct Type Tire Pressure Monitoring System that monitors 
tire pressure and alerts driver of critically low pressure; helps optimize safety 
and performance 
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PAINT PROTECTION FILM
Like a clear suit of armor, Genuine Scion Paint Protection Film2 helps guard against 

road debris that can chip and scratch the finish. 

 Manufactured from durable, nearly invisible urethane material that provides protection 
and resists discoloration 

 Features multiple layers for strength and durability 

 Paint protection film is available in kits for the hood and fenders and for the front 
bumper (each sold separately), areas that have the highest potential for contact with 
stones and other debris
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WINDOW TRIM APPLIQUÉ
Details matter, and the aficionados will notice. Composed of real carbon fiber, 

the applique is designed specifically to fit the B-pillar of your xB precisely.

 Features an embedded xB badge logo

 Urethane topcoat helps prevent peeling or yellowing

 Easy peel-and-stick, long-lasting application
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CARGO LINER
Throw whatever you need to in the cargo area, but keep it 

looking good. The cargo liner3, designed specifically for the 

xB, helps protects the cargo area from scuffs, spills, stains 

and grime.

  Hook and loop straps help secure the cargo liner to the 
seatback and a special fold-out flap helps protect the 
bumper during loading and unloading. 

 Made of durable scuff- and stain-resistant black 
embossed vinyl with polyester backing 

 Easy to install and remove 

 Easy to clean; can be hosed off and hung to air-dry 

 Features slip-resistant underside and VELCRO®-brand 
strips to help  prevent the liner from sliding while 
vehicle is in motion

CARGO COVER 
Keep prying eyes off the goods. The cargo cover 

enhances privacy while protecting the contents of your 

cargo area from damaging UV rays.

 Custom-designed to create a covered, secure 
cargo area 

 Covers items in cargo area, offering valuable 
protection against sun  damage, fading and theft 

 Made of durable, UV- and stain-resistant woven 
polyester 

CARPET CARGO MAT 
Despite your most earnest efforts, the xB’s interior 

will be subject to wear and tear. Let the carpet cargo 

mat2 take the heat instead, while keeping the car’s 

carpet like new.  

 Made of high-grade, plush nylon carpeting with an 
attractive border 

 Diamond-patterned backing helps keep the mat 
in position 

 Features molded Scion logo

 Removable and easy to clean 
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CARGO TRAY
Damage from spillage? Everyday grit? Minimize the 

impact with the tough, flexible and lightweight cargo 

tray3, designed exclusively to fit the cargo area of the xB.

 Molded from a tough, flexible polymer blend that’s 
easy to clean 

 Skid-resistant surface helps keep cargo from 
sliding around 

 Perimeter lip helps contain spills, debris and liquids 

 Designed to fit the vehicle’s cargo floor

 Features molded Scion logo

CARGO NET – ENVELOPE 
Life may be chaotic, but your cargo area needn’t be. 

Secure, organize and keep its contents upright and 

in place with the envelope-style cargo net3.

 Includes zipper pocket for smaller items 

 Custom fit to the xB’s cargo area 

 Easy to install; attaches to hooks and tabs 
in cargo area

CARGO NET - C-PILLAR 
Take advantage of your xB’s built-in cubbies with a cargo 

net designed specifically to keep your things in place.

 Durable elastic mesh netting and backing 
attach securely 

 Provides additional storage for small items
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CARGO TOTE
Keep your groceries upright and stop them from rolling around in the back 

with this convenient, soft-sided cargo tote.

 Features carrying handles and rigid removable dividers 

 Folds flat when not in use and pops up when needed 

 Tough outer fabric is durable and water resistant
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CARPET FLOOR MATS
Your carpet will look as good as when you first bought your xB with carpet floor mats,4 

styled to perfectly fit your footwell and enhanced with an embroidered xB logo.

 Made of high-grade, plush nylon carpeting with an  attractive border 

 Nibbed backing and quarter-turn fasteners  (on the driver’s side) help keep the mats 
in position 

 Simple to install and remove, easy to clean 

SEE NUMBERED DISCLOSURES ON PAGE 27
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ASHTRAY CUP 
Ashes belong nowhere else but inside an ashtray. Don’t smoke? 

Works great for loose change, candy and other small items. 

 Easily removable ashtray features a UV-protected cup and hinged lid; 
fits snugly inside vehicle cupholder 

 Easy to empty and clean 

SEE NUMBERED DISCLOSURES ON PAGE 27

STEERING WHEEL 
The steering wheel is the primary contact point between you and the xB. Enhance the 

experience with this three-spoke steering wheel, wrapped in perforated leather and 

brightened by silver side accents.  

 Retains steering-wheel-mounted audio controls and existing air bag/air bag cover 

AUTO-DIMMING REARVIEW MIRROR 
Don’t let the high beams behind you ruin the drive. The auto-dimming mirror lessens the 

impact, while it simultaneously bathes your center console area in the soft glow from an 

overhead light.

 Automatic progressive dimming can be turned on or off as needed 

 Helps reduce eye-strain and driver fatigue 

 Features an amber-colored LED console light on the underside of  the mirror 
to illuminate the gearshift area 



SCION SECURITY SYSTEM
Covetousness. Head this deadly sin off with the Scion security system5, which provides 

multi-point protection for your peace of mind.

 Designed to integrate with the vehicle’s existing factory security/keyless entry 
system—no need for an additional remote

  Panic alarm remotely triggers vehicle’s alarm when activated from key fob

  Warn-away alarm triggers an alarm if an object striking on a window is detected

   Break-in alarm is activated if forced entry of a side door (or the cargo hatch) is 
attempted, or if glass is broken

OTHER FEATURES 

 Passive arming—system automatically rearms the vehicle if owner does not open 
a door and forgets to manually rearm alarm

 Rolling code technology changes the remote code, helping prevent code theft

 Door ajar warning helps remind driver to lock vehicle

 Remote arming and disarming

 Starter disabled when system is activated

 Includes glass breakage sensor (GBS) – highly sensitive microphone detects 
the specific sound frequency of striking on glass or glass breakage

INTERIOR
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TRD LOWERING SPRINGS
A small change can make a difference, especially when it comes to a vehicle’s center 

of gravity. Installing TRD lowering springs helps lower your xB by 1-inch in the front 

and 1.5-inches in the rear, resulting in quicker turn-in, enhanced steering response 

and cornering ability.

 Durable red powder-coated finish provides superior corrosion resistance 

 Features TRD-developed proprietary spring rates (linear in front, 
progressive in rear) 

 Designed to work with either stock struts and shock absorbers or TRD 
performance shocks 

 Engineered to maintain vehicle dynamics and enhance performance 

 Rigorously tested for durability and suspension balance through the slalom, 
on the skid pad and around a high-speed road course 

TRD PERFORMANCE SHOCKS 
Help reduce body lean. Increase road feel. Release the potential of your xB with the 

aggressively tuned TRD performance shocks that enhance cornering performance.

 High-strength shocks and struts use more aggressive valving help to 
reduce body lean  

 Sport-tuned specifically for the xB for superior fit 
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TRD FRONT STRUT TIE BRACE
The TRD front strut tie brace increases chassis rigidity for greater handling precision. 

 Manufactured from lightweight, high-strength TIG-welded extruded aluminum

 TRD-engineered and tested for optimal strength and efficiency 

 Powder-coated in a TRD red finish for maximum protection and durability, 
with a bold TRD logo on a brushed aluminum plate 

 Maintains proper clearances under the hood

TRD REAR SWAY BAR
Race-tested and designed to aid your xB when it comes to cornering, the TRD rear sway 

bar helps provide a flatter, firmer cornering stance.

 Helps provide control while preserving handling of the original steering 
and suspension system 

 Limits body lean without adding harshness to the ride 

 Finished with durable, gloss red powder coat, which resists corrosion while 
augmenting appearance and durability 

 Simple, bolt-on installation, with no vehicle modifications required 

  Kit includes synthetic chassis grease, along with all hardware including end links, 
bushings and brackets
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TRD HIGH-PERFORMANCE BRAKE KIT
Drive like you mean it. Even more importantly, stop with authority. The increased stopping 

power from the TRD High Performance Brake Kit decreases stopping distance, even during 

heavy duty braking.

 E-coated non-friction surface maximizes corrosion resistance and ensures durability 
under harsh conditions 

 Four-piston opposed fixed calipers optimized for stiffness within a two-piece bolted 
body and bolt-in bridge for consistent performance 

 Caliper piston sizing is optimized specifically for the xB to maintain or improve braking 
torque distribution between front and rear axles and achieve shorter braking distances 

 Dust boots on caliper pistons protect moving parts from corrosion and road debris 

 Provides consistent performance in repeated or heavy duty braking by helping 
eliminate brake fade and controlling pad wear caused by high temperatures 

 Patented AeroRotor internal cooling vane configuration induces greater airflow to cool 
rotors and provides consistent performance in repeated or heavy-duty braking 

 Rotors’ cross-drilled friction surface improves initial “bite” in wet or rainy conditions 
and assists in removal of consumed pad material or debris, providing an optimized 
friction interface for consistent performance 

 Performance ceramic compound brake pads provide optimal balance of temperature 
capability, friction level, pedal feel, dust and noise for performance driving 

 DOT-compliant stainless steel braided brake lines with Teflon® inner liner help reduce 
expansion under pressure for optimum pedal feel 

 For front axle only 
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TRD PERFORMANCE BRAKE PADS
Whether your xB slaloms down steep curves or shines at the autocross, 

TRD performance brake pads are designed to take the heat and enhance braking 

performance.

 Direct replacement for stock pads 

 Made from an aramid/ceramic-strengthened compound, delivering an optimal 
combination of cold and hot friction 

 Pre-scorched to aid in initial break-in 

 Offers excellent price-to-performance ratio in a high-performance street pad 

 For street and autocross use; not intended for open track sessions

TRD QUICKSHIFTER
Motoring enthusiasts know the visceral pleasure of a short throw shifter. The TRD 

quickshifter repositions pivot points to shorten your throw by up to 30-35% and provides 

a more precise, positive shifting action.

 Manufactured from 7075 series aluminum with a protective hard-anodized red finish 

 High strength to weight ratio 

 Design of quickshifter optimizes linkage and location to shorten shift throw 

 Simple remove and replace installation with no drilling or special tools required 
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TRD AIR FILTER  
Breathe easier. This high-performance air filter helps protect and maintain the life of your 

engine with its superb filtration and enhanced air flow. 

 Unique oiled four-ply cotton gauze in polyurethane body 

 Enclosed in durable epoxy coated mesh and an elastomeric seal for a precise, 
leak-free fit 

 Allows the maximum amount of air into the engine with the minimal amount 
of resistance 

 Washable and reusable—regular cleaning ensures free airflow and top performance 

 Designed to last the lifetime of the vehicle 

 Pre-oiled and ready to install, offers exact drop-in replacement for stock air filter 

TRD PERFORMANCE AIR INTAKE
Like a living thing, an engine needs to breathe. Increase the quality of air and 

quantifiably increase engine performance with the TRD performance air intake6.

 System takes cool air from behind and below the headlight area (rather than hot air 
from the engine compartment) to supply engine with cooler, denser air to increase 
horsepower and improve cooling 

 Designed to work with the factory emissions system 

 Features reusable TRD high-flow air filter with custom-calibrated filter service gauge 
that provides visual indication when filter needs servicing 

 Dyno-tested to deliver an increase in both horsepower and torque for superior 
acceleration and greater pulling power 

 Emissions legal in all 50 states

SEE NUMBERED DISCLOSURES ON PAGE 27
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TRD SPORT MUFFLER 
Hear deeper, more resonant engine exhaust tones. See the wide-diameter slant-cut 

exhaust tip and rolled edge with the TRD logo etched into the highly polished finish. 

Stimulate your senses when driving your xB with the TRD-engineered sport muffler. 

 Axle-back muffler featuring stainless steel pipes and large polished exhaust tip 

 Polished muffler body built entirely of double-walled 304 stainless steel 

 Meets all legal noise requirements 

 Uses OEM connector flanges and gaskets and reuses factory hardware and hangers 
for easy, professional no-drill, no-cut installation 

 Emissions legal in all 50 states 



TRD 19-IN. 5-SPOKE WHEELS  
Nothing changes the stance of your xB like an aggressive set of rims. Bolt on these 

TRD 19-in. 5-spoke wheels1, then stand back and watch the transformation. 

 Wheels feature 5-spoke design that pops with a machined aluminum-finished 
outer lip and a Billet-knurled aluminum snap-in TRD center cap 

 Extensive ride, handling and strength tests help ensure wheels meet TRD’s high 
quality standards 

 TRD wheel installation kit must be ordered separately 

 Available in matte black and gloss graphite gray 
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TRD OIL CAP  
The heritage of the legendary Toyota Racing Development team is on display every 

time you pop open your hood with this highly polished, forged billet aluminum cap 

emblazoned with the TRD logo.

 High-luster coating ensures long-term appearance 

 Threaded screw-in mounting 

 Direct replacement for stock oil cap 

 Maintains high factory quality standards for performance and strength

TRD OIL FILTER  
Keep your oil pure as long as possible and help enhance the life of your engine 

with the TRD Oil Filter that pulls out impurities through a 100% synthetic fiber 

filtration medium.

 Zinc-plated steel end caps help increase structural integrity

 Red silicone gaskets help provide excellent seal characteristics 
at high temperatures

 Kit includes two replacement high-temperature Viton housing gaskets 
and drain adapter
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TRD CLUTCHES
Performance enthusiasts know that the key to shifting quickly and accurately is a good 

clutch. This TRD high-performance clutch increases clamping force approximately 25%, 

while increasing pedal pressure by just 10%.

 Direct bolt-in replacement for factory clutch 

 Ensures positive engagement with smooth operation, higher torque capacity and 
faster shifting 

 Delivers quicker engagement during aggressive acceleration 
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BESPOKE® AUDIO 
Know where you’re going, then maximize your enjoyment of the drive. BeSpoke Audio8 

puts GPS navigation9 and such a vast array of entertainment and information options 

at your fingertips, you may even choose to take the long way there. 

 36 presets provide access to a universe of online content:  Internet radio, podcasts, 
audio books, news, magazines, and more

 Voice-activated GPS navigation with touch screen

 Features aha* Internet services, available on iTunes10 and  Google Play11 
(check Scion.com/BeSpoke for phone compatibility)Features aha* Internet services, 
available on iTunes and  Google Play (check Scion.com/BeSpoke for 
phone compatibility)

 “Nearby” location- based services feature helps find local restaurants, coffee shops, 
hotels,  parks, weather and fuel prices. Points of interest are  determined by vehicle 
current location

 Social media like Facebook, Twitter, Yelp!® and TripAdvisor 



7. 19-in. performance tires are often expected to experience greater tire wear than conventional tires. Tire life may be 
substantially less than 15,000 miles, depending upon tires selected and driving conditions.

8. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps/services vary by phone carrier & are subject to change. Data charges 
may apply. Apps mentioned & identified by ™ or ® are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
See Scion.com for details.

9. Always drive safely, obey traffic laws & focus on the road while driving. Availability and accuracy of the information 
provided by the Navigation system is dependent upon many factors. Use common sense when relying on information 
provided. Services and programming subject to change. Services not available in every city or roadway. Navigation 
updates are available at an additional cost from your local Scion dealer. See your Navigation System Owner’s Manual 
or Scion dealer for details.

10. iPhone® not included. iPhone and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
11. Google Play is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

1. The Scion Tire Pressure Monitor alerts the driver when the pressure is critically low. For optimal tire wear and 
performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitoring system. See 
your Owner’s Manual for details. 

2. The Scion Genuine Accessory Warranty will only apply when the installation is performed by a trained Scion-approved 
installer. Please see dealer for details.

3. Cargo & load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
4. To avoid potential interference with pedal operation, do not install a floor mat on top of an existing floor mat, and 

each mat must be secured with either quarter-turn fasteners or retention hooks (clips). This floor mat was designed 
specifically for use in this model and model year vehicle and SHOULD NOT be used in any other vehicle.

5. Available only for vehicles with factory remote keyless entry.
6. The TRD performance air intake is to be sold as a dealer installed or over-the-counter option.
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